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The team



What is word meaning made of?
The classical view, tracing back to Aristotle (at least)

man: +HUMAN +MALE +ADULT ±MARRIED

bachelor: +HUMAN +MALE +ADULT -MARRIED



Near synonymy
Edmonds and Hirst CL 2002, Boleda and Erk AAAI-SS 2015

I man: +HUMAN +MALE +ADULT

I gentleman, lad, chap, dude, bloke, guy:
+HUMAN +MALE +ADULT ±???



Distributed representations
E.g., classical connectionism
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man
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The vastness of word meaning



Meaning from context

Add any liquid left from the ficle 
together with all the other 

ingredients except the breadcrumbs 
and cheese. 

Lazaridou et al. submitted



Inducing distributed semantic vectors from context
Landauer and Dumais PsychRev 1997, Schütze’s 1997 CSLI book, Griffiths et
al. PsychRev 2007, Mikolov et al. NIPS 2013

the tired gentleman sat on the sofa

gentleman

the
tired
sat
on
the
sofa

dinner was over

the guests started leaving

…

…



Men in distributed semantic space

man gentleman lad bloke
woman gentlewoman boy chap
gentleman Hunsden bloke guy
gray-haired Lestrade scouser tosser
boy Utterson lass twat
person Scotchman youngster fella

chap dude guy bachelor
bloke freakin’ bloke bachelor’s
guy woah chap master’s
lad dorky doofus doctorate
fella dumbass dude majoring
man stoopid fella degree

http://clic.cimec.unitn.it/composes/
semantic-vectors.html

http://clic.cimec.unitn.it/composes/semantic-vectors.html
http://clic.cimec.unitn.it/composes/semantic-vectors.html


Predicting human semantic knowledge

I High correlations of geometric distance in semantic space
with:

I Explicit similarity ratings (“Rate how similar cucumber is to
zucchini on a 1-7 scale”) (e.g., Baroni et al. ACL 2014)

I Online behavioral measures (e.g., predicting RTs in
recognizing zucchini primed by cucumber or professor)
(e.g., Jones et al. JML 2006)

I Conceptual distance in MVPA fMRI-scan-based spaces
(e.g., Anderson et al. EMNLP 2013, NeuroImage 2015)

I Analogy is encoded in vector offsets (Mikolov et al. NAACL
2013):

−−−−→queen ≈ −−−→king + (−−−−−→woman −−−→man )



The infinity of sentence meaning



Compositionality
The meaning of an utterance is a function of the meaning of its parts
and their composition rules (Frege 1892)



Composition by vector addition
Landauer and Dumais PsychRev 1997, Mitchell and Lapata CogSciJ 2010

sad

lad

sad+lad



Who kicked who?

boys

balls

kick

boys+kick+balls=balls+kick+boys



The functional approach to composition
in distributed semantic space
Baroni and Zamparelli EMNLP 2010, Baroni et al. LILT 2014, Paperno et al. ACL 2014
See also Coecke et al. LA 2010

I Composition carried out by words that operate as functions
on the representation of their input arguments

I Atomic arguments (nouns) are vectors, one-argument
functions (e.g., adjectives, intransitive verbs) are matrices,
function application is matrix-by-vector multiplication

X=

sad ladsad.lad

I Approach generalizes to multiple-argument functions (e.g.,
transitive verbs) through the tools of multi-linear (tensor)
algebra



Estimating composition functions
Baroni and Zamparelli EMNLP 2010, Guevara GEMS 2010, Grefenstette et al. IWCS
2013

I Function parameters (matrix/tensor weights) induced from
corpus-extracted examples of input and output vectors

I Given corpus-extracted vectors for reasonably frequent
examples of output phrases, set composition function
weights to maximize similarity between
composition-derived vectors and their corpus-based
counterparts

SAD
−−−→
chap ≈ −−−−−−→

sad.chap corpus

SAD
−−→
girl ≈ −−−−−→

sad.girl corpus

SAD−−−→story ≈ −−−−−−→
sad.story corpus

. . . ≈ . . .

I No manually annotated data needed
I Efficient, analytical least-squares solution



Predicting short sentence similarity
Similarity intuitions affected by verb-argument interactions

I subject-verb
(Mitchell and Lapata ACL 2008)

SV1 SV2 Sim.
fire glows fire burns 6
face glows face burns 1
discussion strays discussion digresses 7
child strays child digresses 2

I subject-verb-object
(Grefenstette and Sadrzadeh EMNLP 2011)

SV1O SV2O Sim.
table shows result table expresses result 7
map shows location map expresses location 1



Results

I Rank correlation (ρ) with subject scores

SV SVO
Verb only 0.06 0.08
Adding vectors 0.13 0.12
Functional approach 0.23 0.32
Human 0.40 0.62



Functional composition in morphology
Lazaridou et al. ACL 2013, Marelli and Baroni PsychRev 2015

I Composition not limited to phrases, most new words in text
are morphological derivations

I Affixes as functions from stems to derived forms:

~redo = RE× ~do

I Affix matrices learned with least-squares techniques from
corpus-extracted stem→derived vector pair examples

I
−→try → −−−→retry

I
−−−→
think → −−−−→rethink

I −−−→open → −−−−→reopen



Functional composition in morphology

word nearest neighbours

carve.er potter, engraver, goldsmith
broil.er oven, stove, cooking, kebab, done

column arch, pillar, bracket, numeric
column.ist publicist, journalist, correspondent

industry.al environmental, land-use, agriculture
industry.ous frugal, studious, hard-working

nervous anxious, excitability, panicky
nerve.ous bronchial, nasal, intestinal



Quantitative assessment of morphological composition

Composed vectors successfully used to predict

I Acceptability of novel derived forms
I acceptable: sketchable, hologramist
I unacceptable: happenable, windowist

I Intuitions about neighbours of acceptable composed forms
(see previous slide)

I Explicit and online semantic transparency effects
I develop-development vs. appoint-appointment



SICK: the Turing Test of compositional semantics?
10K sentence pairs

sentence pair relatedness entailment

two men are taking a break from a trip

4.9 A entails Bon a snowy road
two men are taking a break from a trip
on a road covered by snow

the girl is spraying the plants with water 4.6 A entails Bthe girl is watering the plants

the turtle is following the fish 3.8 A contradicts Bthe fish is following the turtle

the girl is spraying the plants with water 3.4 neutralthe boy is spraying the plants with water

masked people are looking in the same
1.3 neutraldirection in a forest

a little girl is looking at a woman in costume



SICK performance
Entailment: evaluated through classification accuracy wrt majority annotation
Relatedness: evaluated through Pearson r with averaged subject rating

Composition method relatedness entailment

Majority baseline NA 57%

Adding vectors 0.70 74%

Functional approach 0.57 72%



What’s going on?
Word order is largely redundant

I Proportion of times the words in a sentence appear in
more than one order in the British National Corpus (100M
words of written and spoken English):

0.1%

I Even in these cases, meaning is rarely deeply affected:

I however this is not the case
this however is not the case

I yesterday Mr. Andrews said it will never go away
Mr. Andrews said yesterday it will never go away

I no thank you I’m fine
no I’m fine thank you



What’s going on
Context-based representations might capture typical syntactic roles of words

Every boy in the country will be kicking a soccer ball about .

A man and a boy were kicking a football through the foot-high grass.

The boys were kicking a cheap rubber ball.

The only variation was during the first ten days, when players were not 
allowed to kick a ball.

After a few laps of the track we could kick a ball about or even have a 
go at throwing a javelin.



Some interesting directions for further research

I Grounding
I There is a magnet on the refrigerator vs. There is an apple

on the refrigerator (Ritter et al. *SEM 2015)

I Modeling situations
I She did it!
I I won’t!

I Learning syntactic and semantic composition together
from raw data (Kruszewski and Baroni in preparation)


